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10 Things You Wish You Had Known About 
Being a Dad 

1. You’re often on your own! There’s no manual… 
2. They really really really like sleeping in your bed 
3. They will eat when they are hungry 
4. Potty training is overrated 
5. You’ll always be spending money 
6. Your patience gets tested again and again 
7. Kids play favourites between parents – 

depending on who gives them what they want!. 

8. Safety is more important than fun 
9. Personal space ceases to exist 
10. But… you’ll never have a more important job 

Happy Father’s Day to all our dads and granddads. 
God bless you all. 

Dear Parents/Guardians  

This round of Remote Learning has been difficult for families and children 
as I am sure you would agree. The children are missing their friends and 
many are finding it difficult to remain motivated and engaged in their 
learning. I know the staff and parents have had to seek ways to maintain 
momentum to keep students on track with their learning. We have given 
this matter some thought and have put in place two WELLBEING DAYS for 
the remainder of the term: Friday 11th September and Friday 18th 
September.  

These will be SCREEN FREE DAYS. There will be NO school work posted on 
these days. These next two Fridays will be an opportunity for children to 
engage in other tasks and hobbies as a way of supporting their wellbeing 
and moving their focus off schoolwork for the day. The children and you 
the parents, have been sensational working from home. This is an 
opportunity to have time out. Perhaps… 
 

 

http://www.canahillside.catholic.edu.au/


 Play outside 

 Have a late start to the day with a sleep in for everyone 

 Cook pancakes for breakfast  

 Build with Lego/blocks 

 Do jigsaws 

…or any number of crafts or games – whatever activity would give your child a break from 
online screen learning. If your child wishes to, they may post a picture for their teacher of what 
they have done to support their own wellbeing on this day, but this is not required.  

For children who would normally be on site on Fridays I will contact those families separately 
with particular details. 

WELLBEING DAYS WILL BE GREAT FOR EVERYONE! I hope you, the parents, can also schedule 
some time free of work demands and play! 

Take care and stay safe everyone and have a good weekend, 

Carmen Blatti 

Learning in Term Four 

Thank you for your patience and understanding during this prolonged home learning period. We 

are very proud of the commitment that students, families and staff have shown to keeping our 

Cana community as safe as possible by having students learn from home if they can. Our hope is 

that Victoria will be in a safe enough place to return to on-site learning soon, and are currently 

waiting on recommendations from the State Government for how to proceed in term four. The 

Victorian Premier Daniel Andrews will deliver an address on Sunday which may include a roadmap 

for coming out of stage 4 restrictions, which will impact on returning to on-site learning. This will 

guide the manner in which we return safely in term 4.  

 

Feedback: Tell Us How We Are Travelling 

At Cana, we value your voice and sharing your views. I invite you to email some feedback to help 

us understand: 

 What has worked well with remote learning? 

 The overall effectiveness of communication. 

 Suggestions for future consideration (not that we want another remote learning period!) 

 How we can use this form of communication in the future. 

Any and all of your feedback is valued and helps us to review our practices. 

Please email your feedback with the subject title ‘Feedback’ to office@canahillside.catholic.edu.au  

mailto:office@canahillside.catholic.edu.au


 

There May be Some Questions that Parents are Thinking 
Should my child repeat the year? 

 No. All school children in Victoria are in the same boat during this pandemic (and not all Victorian school 

children could repeat the school year!) 

 These are exceptional circumstances. We will be taking advice from the Victorian Curriculum and Assessment 

Authority (VCAA) and Catholic Education Melbourne (CEM), as we plan our way forward into next term and 

into 2021. 

Have they missed too much work to catch up? 

 We will do our best to address your child’s individual needs when they return to school, working forward in 

hope. 

 Every student in Victoria is finding themselves in the same situation, and all teachers in all schools will be 

focusing on this when we are back onsite. 

 And don’t forget… children are resilient. 

Where does my child sit compared to the rest of the class? 

 Due to the limited evidence we can gather, we can make no comment on this matter. 

 The authenticity of any evidence submitted cannot be verified. Maybe a parent or someone else completed 

a task. Maybe a child has excelled at home and is now doing exceptionally well. We can’t be sure. 

There will be a lot more to come on Assessment and Reporting into next term. I am meeting regularly with fellow 

Principals and senior leaders in CEM and again, we are taking advice from VCAA and CEM. 

 

 

 

 

  



 

TERM 3 ENDING DATE AND TERM 4 STARTING DATE: 

 

Friday 11th September Screen-Free Wellbeing Day (No remote learning to take place) 

Thursday 17th September Last day of Term Three 

Friday 18th September Screen-Free Wellbeing Day (No remote learning to take place) 

Monday 22nd September – 

Friday 2nd October 

School Holidays (NO SCHOOL) 

Monday 5th October Beginning of Term Four (Anticipated date of return to school) 

 

We are hopeful (fingers crossed) that we can safely reopen on Monday 5th October for term four. 

However, any arrangements or changes will be dependent on advice from the government, the 

Chief Health Officer and Catholic Education Melbourne about how and when we can safely return 

to school. I will keep you informed when I am provided with any additional information. 

 

 

  



 

Congratulations to Ciaran in Grade 2J 

The Glimme: Book Review by Ciaran Grieve 

One of our Cana students has been featured on the 

Children’s Book Council of Australia (CBCA) website for 

his submission of an excellent review for Emily Rodda’s 

fantasy title, The Glimme. We are proud of Ciaran for his 

commitment to the CBCA Book of the Year Shadow 

Judging program, and for the effort that went into writing 

his review, which can be found below: 

I was attracted to this book when I saw the front cover, the 

illustrations by Marc McBride are amazing.  The front cover 

showing a dragon and a castle is very detailed and made 

me want to look through all the other pictures in the book.  

I have never read a quest book before, so I was interested to see what happens. 

 

The illustrations really matched the story, it made it easier for me to make predictions about what 

would happen next, and more exciting to read and find out if I was right.  I will remember this book 

because the illustrations were really, really, good and so detailed that I can still see them when I 

close my eyes.  

 

The book would not have been as good without the pictures, I kept looking back at them as I read 

to check things and work out who the characters were.   The map was very useful because without 

it I would not have known how far they were travelling on their quest and where they were going 

next. I would like to ask the author how she and the illustrator worked together to write the book, 

and understand what they did first, the illustrations or writing. 

 

My favourite characters were the giants of Hinde; everyone was scared of them, but when you got 

to know them, they were actually lonely and just wanted somebody to come and spend time with 

them. I would not have made the same decision as Finn did, I would have gone back to the Glimme.  

I thought Finn would have made a portal so everybody in Witchunt could go to the Glimme and ride 

dragons now that the war is over and there is peace. 

 

I think that girls, boys and almost everyone would want to read this book; especially people who 

like drawing and painting like Finn in the story.  If you are eight to fifteen you should read it.   I would 

like to read another book by this author, because in her stories she likes to mix make believe and 

real life which makes a great combination that I found interesting. 



 
Message from Father Maurie 

 

 

Hello everyone 

 

Life is a mixture, isn’t it?  We’re starting to thaw as Spring makes its presence felt with warmer air 

and gusting winds; and we’re starting to get anxious as we wait for announcements about 

restrictions on our movement.  And life goes on – showing in families and Fathers’ Day this 

weekend, whatever the forms that will take. 

 

There’s a little of all of that in this week’s mailout:  see attachments for: 

 Parish Letter 24 

 A reflection on ‘being a father’ 

 A Gospel take on ‘When things go wrong’ 

 Following last week’s Social Justice Sunday, two attachments on action to tackle 

homelessness 

 A greeting from Archbishop Comensoli 

 A comment from the Bishops of Victoria on the recent Report on Voluntary Assisted Dying 

  

Yes, quite a mixture! 

BLESSINGS TO ALL FATHERS AND ALL FAMILIES!! 

  

Maurie Cooney 

Parish Priest 

 

  



 

4th September 2020      PARISH UPDATE 24 

 

Greetings, everyone! 

Friday’s breakfast arrived early this week – on Thursday afternoon!  Justel and I will be at the 

Catholic Regional College St Albans Fathers’ Day Breakfast on Friday morning. This year that means 

going to our offices and sitting at our computers in a Zoom shared gathering, munching on the 

breakfast kit while the Guest Speaker, Tim Costello, presents to the gathering.   

Tim Costello is Baptist minister who has been the Chief Executive Officer and Chief Advocate of 

World Vision Australia. He worked as a lawyer and served as mayor of St Kilda. He has authored a 

number of books on faith and life.  He is a much sought after speaker on social justice, leadership 

and ethics.  (There is another Tim Costelloe – with an ‘e’:  he is Catholic Archbishop of Perth, 

having a lead role in convening the Plenary Council for our Church planned to gather next year.) 

 

Yes:  Fathers’ Day!  Greetings and Blessings to all fathers and families!!  Our experience of 

Mothers’ Day was strange and tough - now a similar situation for Fathers’ Day. I wonder what 

shape our adaptability and creativity will give to Sunday morning and the rest of the day?? 

Google tells me that for centuries the Orthodox Church has had the second Sunday before 

Christmas Day as ‘the Sunday of the Forefathers’ to commemorate the ancestors of Jesus.  

The feast includes the ancestors of the Mary, mother of Jesus, and various prophets.  

A customary day for the celebration of fatherhood in parts of Europe is known to date back to at 

least 1508. It is celebrated on March 19, as the feast day of Saint Joseph, who is referred to as the 

fatherly Nutritor Domini ("Nourisher of the Lord").  

 

In 1908, American Grace Golden Clayton proposed that a day be set aside to honour men who lost 

their lives in a mining accident. In the following year Sonora Smart Dodd, who along with her five 

brothers was raised by their father alone, was inspired after attending Mother’s Day celebrations 

in a church, and convinced the Spokane Ministerial Association to celebrate Fathers’ Day 

worldwide.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orthodox_Church
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nativity_Fast#Sunday_of_the_Forefathers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christ
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mary,_mother_of_Jesus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catholic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Europe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/March_19
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Mother%E2%80%99s_day&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Spokane_Ministerial_Association&action=edit&redlink=1


 

There is also ‘International Men's Day’ on November 19 in honour of all men including boys.  

 

Interesting that Fathers’ Day has a clear religious/faith setting across the ages.  I like that word 

‘nourisher’.  The faith setting for that is that God is Creator of life, Jesus renews life for us, the Holy 

Spirit brings the spirit of God alive in our own spirits.  That’s who our fathers are, along with others 

including mothers, friends, siblings and more : they nourish our lives.  They don’t determine our 

lives according to their own plan; they nourish us to choose and take the path of life that they 

have set us up for.   

 

The attachment ‘The Importance of Fathers’ makes insightful reading to someone who doesn’t 

have children!!!  What about you who are right in it?? 

 

We thank you, God, for the gift of our fathers, for grandfathers and godfathers and step-fathers 

and fathers-in-law, too.  Send your Holy Spirit upon our fathers, in whose laps we were cradled, in 

whose hands we were fed, instructed, at times corrected, in whose company we learned to work 

and play and pray, at whose side we hear Your Word and celebrate Your life amongst us.  

Give to them the good that they have given to others. Heal their pains and disappointments. 

Forgive what needs to be forgiven.  Welcome into your arms those who have died.  Fill this world, O 

God, with a true Father’s love! 

 

Happy Fathers’ Day – to all fathers and to all families in our Parish! 

 

 

Of course family life does not always go smoothly.  In these months of being ‘in one another’s 

pockets’ 24-7 I can imagine that tension and other negativity can show up in the relationships that 

make a family.  An attachment reflects on this in the context of the Gospel readings for this 

Sunday and the next.  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Men%27s_Day


 

One custom in our Archdiocese is that Fathers’ Day is taken as an opportunity for us to contribute 

to the support and assistance of retired and sick Priests.  Because we’re not in the position of 

‘passing the plate’ we will forward $3,000 to the Priests’ Retirement Foundation from your 

Thanksgiving contributions. 

 

The ‘track record’ of the presenter at the Fathers’ Day Breakfast fits very well with last week’s 

reminder that ‘social justice’, that is putting our faith into action in the world around us, is an 

essential aspect to our lives of faith.  If one of your concerns in that regard is the provision of 

assistance to homeless people, look at the attachments with this letter.   They have been 

forwarded from Catholic Social Services Victoria, indicating a way of calling for action in this 

situation by contacting local Members of Parliament.  

 

There’s more!  Two attachments are a greeting from Archbishop Comensoli, and from the 

combined Bishops of Victoria in a Press Release about ‘Voluntary Assisted Dying’, both received 

during this week. 

 

Spring is breaking through – the warmer and windy days we’ve had during this week are signs of 

that.  Let’s keep our spirits up as we await announcements about the next phase of coming 

through this pandemic – let’s pray for the Spirit of God to keep hope strong! 

 

Best wishes and blessings 

 

 

Maurie Cooney 

Parish Priest  

  



The Importance of Fathers: Being a Great Dad 

[edited from Stephen F. Duncan, Family and Human Development] 

 

Fathering is more than a biological necessity. Our children’s growth and development is  enhanced 

through active, involved fathering. Some keys to effective fatherhood would include: 

Nurture your marriage first: An important key to good father-child relationships is to have a 

strong relationship with your wife. If things aren’t going well there, it’s easier for bad blood 

between you and your spouse to spill over into the parent-child relationship. It has been said that 

the best gift a father could give his children is to love their mother. If you are a divorced father, 

maintain a civil relationship with your ex-wife. Never bad-mouth her in front of the children. 

Maintain a cooperative parenting partnership. 

 

Prioritize fatherhood: Plan your work around your family. Decide that father-child time 

is important. With calendar and planner in hand, schedule the activities of your children, the 

school concerts, the one-on-one times, then write in your other obligations and preferences. 

 

Get involved with your child from the beginning and stay involved and connected. 

Learn the fatherhood craft: Keep up with the language of child rearing. Talk to other dads 

informally or in support groups or parenting classes. Read articles about good fathering. In some 

families, the woman becomes the “expert” and Dad feels excluded. Don’t let that happen to you. 

 

Have regular one-on-one time with each child. Sometimes it’s fun to talk while you’re doing jobs; 

also be sure that there are times that you turn off the screen and give your kids your undivided 

attention. Schedule a dad-daughter or dad-son date occasionally. Go out to eat a favourite meal or 

to do an activity your child enjoys. Sit with them occasionally just before bed and talk about how 

the day went. 

 

 

 



 

Show affection often: Even if older kids seem squeamish, all kids enjoy a hug and encouraging 

words now and then from their dad. With the older kids you may want to do 

this away from the sight of their friends! 

 

Take your kids to work: If your situation allows for it, this is a great way to teach them about the 

world of work that you are a part of.  

 

Stay connected when you have to be away: If work takes dads away, including because of your 

shift at work, set up a routine to stay connected, e.g. a specific time you will call that is convenient 

for all members of the family.  

 

Teach them: No dad has every gift or skill. Use opportunities to share your talents.  

 

Connect with your child at all levels: Make sure you have some contact with every aspect of your 

child’s life. Visit the school, meet the teacher and other kids and have some contact with an 

afterschool activity. If you have seen where your children are and met 

their friends, you will have more to talk about and more interesting conversations. Parent 

involvement during children’s schooling is critical to their school success, too, as well as to 

everyone’s wellbeing and development.  

 

  



 

How do you handle it when someone has done something wrong to you? 

 

The Gospel reading today (23rd Sunday in Ordinary Time A) outlines a process  by which we can 

hold people to account for their actions – have a look at it.  For there are indeed some things 

that some people do that are not right.  ‘Take that on’ says this week’s gospel Reading.  

 

Then, as preached by Jesus so often, there has to be forgiveness. This is where the Gospel of 

next Sunday’s Mass will take us. 

 

As we know, however, forgiveness is not easy. 

Forgiveness is often not the ready human reaction. More often we want revenge, to get even 

with the person who has offended. But then, imitating Jesus, living in his way, is not easy. 

Choosing to forgive is a Jesus characteristic: forgiveness is  a central message of Jesus to his 

followers. The challenge to forgive is one that Jesus repeatedly proclaimed directly and 

through parables. 

 

Those who accept this Jesus invitation to forgive will find that this choice often runs counter 

to a strong societal value. "People of peace must not think about recriminations and 

retribution. Courageous people do not fear forgiving" (Nelson Mandela).  

Forgiveness is not the action of the weak but rather the virtue of the brave.  The process of 

forgiveness takes time and patience and is never an easy journey.  

The fact that forgiveness is not easy demands that adequate time be given to work through the 

attending issues.   

Forgiveness can be a slow process. If one rushes the process and tries to oversimplify it, the 

result can be half-hearted. 

 

Thankfully God forgives us … and again … and again!  

 



 

 



 



 



 



 
 

 

01 September 2020  

 

Dear friends and colleagues,  

My greetings of grace and peace to you all in the Lord Jesus.  

I am sitting down to write to you on this first day of Spring, in a year like no other. In a normal 

year, each of us will have personal and family journeys – with their griefs and sorrows, hopes and 

joys – in which the lives and stories of those around us are not necessarily joined to ours. But in 

this COVID year of 2020, we have come to share a common story and journey, even while 

experiencing it each individually. We can empathise with our neighbours and work colleagues; we 

readily understand the stresses and strains being experienced; we share in the fatigue and worry 

that is now part of our daily lives; we each yearn for and treasure those moments of joy and 

warmth and comfort and relief.  

 

As we enter this fourth week of Stage 4 restrictions in metropolitan Melbourne, Spring is 

emerging. It is my hope that this change in seasons – from death to life, from the old to the new – 

also marks a move towards a better accommodation with COVID. Case numbers do seem to be 

steadily lowering, even as the tragedy of those who have succumbed to the virus continues.  

While I may not know each of your personal circumstances, I have been particularly mindful of the 

various relationships which have taken on new or deeper significances for you over these past six 

months. There are those of you with elderly parents and grandparents who you have not been 

able to see or visit over this time; grandparents who have been separated from their children and 

grandkids; even children you yourself may have been separated from. Those of you in spousal 

relationships have experienced lengthy periods in close quarters with each other, and all that that 



has revealed. Many of you are in family circumstances with children living at home, especially the 

younger ones, and the delights and challenges that has generated (and the shifts in appreciation of 

teachers that has emerged!). The disconnection and sadness that has come with the physical 

separation of extended family, close friends, neighbours and work colleagues. The few of us who 

live alone have also felt what it means to be unable to see friends or have people visit.  

 

I want to acknowledge your resilience and flexibility during these unprecedented times, and the 

great stresses these days may have brought to you and your families, but also the gifts that have 

been revealed. Whatever our personal circumstances, this time of honest revelation also offers a 

great moment for renewal and growth; to discover what is important, and to put aside what can 

consume us but which is unfruitful.  

 

Words from the Prophet Isaiah have come to me as I write, which I now offer to you. For as the 

rain and the snow come down from the sky and do not return before watering the earth, fertilising 

it and making it germinate… so it is with the word that goes forth from [God’s] mouth. (Isaiah 

55.10-11) The Lord has a good purpose for each of us in this difficult time; it may remain hidden 

for the moment, but it will grow and sprout and bear fruit for us. For the Lord has promised: Look, 

I am making everything new. (Revelations 22.5)  

 

My friends, be assured of my closeness in prayer and kindness as this season of Spring opens up to 

us, and as we continue to navigate our way through all that 2020 has thrown our way. May St 

Joseph – that Godly man of faith, trust and courage – accompany you!  

With every grace and blessing, I remain, 

Yours sincerely in Christ Jesus,  

 



 

 

 
 

Wednesday, 2 September 2020 

MEDIA STATEMENT 

On behalf of the Catholic Bishops in Victoria, on the release of the Voluntary Assisted 

Dying Review Board Report of Operation January – June 2020 

 

“The latest report from the Voluntary Assisted Dying Review Board is not a celebration of good 

healthcare, but a sad story of the loss of hope and care for vulnerable people. The report is 

notable mostly for what it does not address: mental health, the proportion of patients 

who died alone, and the number of patients who were able to receive a comprehensive palliative 

care assessment before a VAD assessment. 

 

Despite assurances that VAD numbers would not increase significantly in its early years, the 

numbers presented in the report are alarming. Comparatively, it took the State of Oregon in the 

United States 17 years to reach the same number of deaths that Victoria has reached in its first 12 

months of VAD. On the one hand, our nation is making sacrifices to protect people from the 

Coronavirus pandemic while on the other, this report is encouraging greater access to assisted 

suicide. The contradiction is baffling to many doctors, which is alluded to in the VAD report but not 

addressed comprehensively. 

 

Our hearts go out to families in distress at this time and the lack of quality palliative care options 

available to them. It illustrates, just as recent Royal Commission findings have also shown, that the 

range of quality aged care options available to Australians is far narrower than what it should be in 

a prosperous country like ours. 

 



 

One of the few ‘safeguards’ in the VAD legislation is that doctors are prevented from initiating the 

conversation with patients. This protects doctors from becoming stewards of death to their 

patients, and it protects vulnerable patients from having VAD pushed on them. We are surprised 

and disappointed that the VAD Board is now sympathetic to overturning this safeguard. 

 

Despite the scant detail in the report, we are encouraged by those with the resilience to keep 

serving patients without resorting to VAD. Catholic healthcare providers will not abandon their 

patients, and believe they have a right to be loved from the beginning to the end of their life.” 

 

Statement attributable to: 

Most Rev Paul Bird CSsR, Bishop of Ballarat 

Most Rev Peter A Comensoli, Archbishop of Melbourne 

Most Rev Terence Curtin, Auxiliary Bishop of Melbourne 

Most Rev Shane Mackinlay, Bishop of Sandhurst 

Most Rev Bosco Puthur, Bishop of the Syro-Malabar Eparchy 

Rev Peter Slater, Administrator Diocese of Sale 

Media enquiries: 

Nigel Zimmermann, Principal Advisor to the Archbishop (Melbourne) 

0409 501 952 | Nigel.Zimmermann@cam.org.au  



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

School Hours 

 

Music starts at 8:42am 

& Tuesdays at 8:27am 

 

Monday 8:45am – 3:15pm 

Tuesday 8:30am – 3:00pm 

Wednesday 8:45am – 3:15pm 

Thursday 8:45am – 3:15pm 

Friday 8:45am – 3:15pm 

 

 

Mass Times 

 

Saturday 

Sacred Heart 5:00pm 

Emmaus 6:30pm 

Sunday 

Sacred Heart 8:00am, 

10:15am, 

11:30am 

Emmaus 9:00am 

Parish Office / 

Presbytery 

Secretary 

Margaret 

T: 9366 2146 

F: 9366 9876 

 

Cana is committed to the Safety and Wellbeing of our students 

 

Second Hand Uniform 

 

Purchases and or handing in items to 

be sold or donated can only be done 

on Mondays from 2:30pm to 3:15pm 

in the school hall.  

 

 

 

 

 

School Website 

 

To watch videos from the website, the 

password you will need is: 

PASSWORD: CanaVids 

 

 

 

 

 

Mobile Phone App 

 

We advise all families to download 

this App as this is our form of 

communication. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OshClub is our Before & 

After School Care Program. 

Children need to be 

registered before they 

attend.  

We advise all families to 

register their child/ren 

(registration is free). 

 

OSH Program Numbers: 

Mobile: 0478 022 320 

Head Office: 1300 395 735 

 

 

Cana Bank Account 
 

For EFT payments, please 

ensure you reference your 

SURNAME and your  

6 – digit family ID 

 

BSB: 083 347 

Account: 563 101 059 

 


